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Engaging Cinema emphasizes the interactions between society and cinema and introduces
students to film studies as it is actually done by scholars and critics.In what ways do films
influence and interact with society? What social forces determine the kinds of movies that get
made? How do movies reinforce―and sometimes overturn―social norms? As societies evolve,
do the films that were once considered ‘great’ slip into obscurity? Which ones? Why? These
questions, and many others like them, represent the mainstream of scholarly film studies today.
In Engaging Cinema, Bill Nichols offers the first book for introductory film students that tackles
these topics head-on.Published in a handy 'trade paperback' format, Engaging Cinema is
inexpensive and utterly unique in the field―a perfect complement to or replacement for standard
film texts.

About the AuthorKaren Gocsik is director of the Warren College Writing Program at the
University of California, San Diego, where she teaches first-year composition and a graduate-
level training course for the program’s teaching assistants. Professor Gocsik previously taught
first-year writing at Dartmouth College, where she was also Executive Director of the Writing &
Rhetoric Program. In 2012, Professor Gocsik was nationally recognized by The Princeton
Review as one of the “300 Best Professors in America.”Dave Monahan (M.F.A., Columbia
University) is a Professor of Film Studies at the University of North Carolina, Wilmington. His
filmmaking work as a writer, director, and editor has been screened internationally in over
seventy film festivals and has earned numerous awards, including the New Line Cinema Award
for Most Original Film and the Seattle International Film Festival Grand Jury Prize for Best
Animated Short Film.Richard Barsam (Ph.D., University of Southern California) is Professor
Emeritus of Film Studies at Hunter College, City University of New York. He is the author of
Nonfiction Film: A Critical History (rev., exp. ed. 1992), The Vision of Robert Flaherty: The Artist
as Myth and Filmmaker (1988), In the Dark: A Primer for the Movies (1977), and Filmguide to
"Triumph of the Will" (1975); editor of Nonfiction Film Theory and Criticism (1976); and
contributing author to Paul Monaco’s The Sixties: 1960–1969 (Vol. 8, History of the American
Cinema, 2001) and Filming Robert Flaherty’s "Louisiana Story": The Helen Van Dongen Diary
(ed. Eva Orbanz, 1998). His articles and book reviews have appeared in Cinema Journal,
Quarterly Review of Film Studies, Film Comment, Studies in Visual Communication, and
Harper’s. He has been a member of the Executive Council of the Society for Cinema and Media
Studies, the Editorial Board of Cinema Journal, and the Board of Advisers of the History of
American Cinema series, and he cofounded the journal Persistence of Vision.
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Summer S., “Brand new books are great.. Got this for school. Never opened a single page, and
ended up giving it to a friend who was taking the same class next semester. So I guess my
money wasn’t gone to waste haha. (I hope my professor doesn’t see this review) But the quality
of the book is perfect.”

Max, “Very informative. My professor refers to this book for every film we watch. It's very
informative and it breaks down what cinema really is.”

sarah.es, “Bought for class. Bought for a class in Transamerican Cinema”

KeNikthyan, “Amazing.. Brand new. Amazing product. Slight more expensive than cheapest
option for quality but it was great.”

Isai S., “Five Stars. Great Book! I was able to use it on my class.”

Zachary R., “Great read. Very good introduction book for film students. Very informative and
helpful in the aspects of an amateur filmmaker learning to start off.”

The book by Bill Nichols has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 157 people have provided feedback.
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